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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents criterion which guarantee the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of three point boundary value problems. Sections 2-J deal with 
the differential equation 
YU’ = j-(x, Y, Y’, Y”), (1-l) 
where f (x, y, x, w) is assumed to be continuous on a subset of RA and initial 
value problems associated with (1.1) exist, are unique, and extend throughout 
a fixed subinterval of Ii. Section 5 generalizes the results of Section 2 to 
establish existence and uniqueness criterion for three point boundary 
problems associated with the differential equation 
Y (12) = f(x, y, y’,..., y-l)), (1.2) 
where f(x, y1 , y2 ,.-., yn) satisfies regularity conditions analogous to those 
satisfied by the function in (1.1). 
In Section 2 a monotonicity restriction on the function f(x, y, z, w) 
associated with (1.1) insures that the following two point boundary value 
problems: 
YW = f(%Y,Y', y"), 
YW = Yl 7 Y(X2) = Yz 9 y’i’(x,) = m (i = 1, 2); 
(1.36) 
YW = f(% Y, Y’, Y”) 
Y(X2) = Y2 > y’yx,) = 712 > y(x,) = y3, (i = 1, 2) (1.4J 
have at most one solution, and with the added hypothesis that solutions exist 
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to (1.3,) and (1.4,), (i = 1,2), a unique solution to the boundary value 
problem 
Y”I = f(X, Y, Y’, Y”), 
YW = Yl 7 YW = Y2 9 Y&3> = Y3 9 (l-5) 
is constructed. This is accomplished by “matching” solutions to the boundary 
value problems (1.3,) and (1.4,). 
Section 3 is concerned with establishing conditions for existence of solutions 
of the boundary value problems (1.3,) and (1.4,), (i = 1,2). This section 
utilizes results of Lasota and Opial [7], Lasota [B], and a fixed point theorem 
of Banach to produce length of interval estimates for the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the boundary value problems (1.3,) and (1.4Jl 
(i = 1,2). Then, combining these results with the results of Section 2, 
length of interval estimates for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
the boundary value problem (1.5), which depend on the distribution of the 
points x1 , x, , and xs , are derived. 
Section 4 employs the techniques of Jackson and Schrader [5] and Jackson 
and Klassen [4], together with those of Section 2 to yield a theorem concerning 
extension of the domain of existence and uniqueness of solutions of the 
boundary value problem (1.5) without assuming existence of solutions of the 
boundary value problems (I.30 and (1.4& (i = 1,2). 
II. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
OF THREE POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
This section yields sets of criteria under which solutions of (1.1) which 
satisfy boundary conditions at two points may be “matched” to obtain a 
unique solution of (1.1) satisfying boundary conditions at three points. It will 
be assumed throughout this section that f(x, y, z, w) is a continuous function 
on [x1. , xs] x R3, where [x1 , s x ] is a closed subinterval of R, and all initial 
value problems have unique solutions. 
The following theorem displays the idea of “matching” solutions of two 
point boundary value problems to obtain a solution of a three point boundary 
value problem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let yl , yz , y3, x E R with x, < x2 < x3 and suppose that 2 
(i) For each m E R there exist sobtions of (1.3,) and (1.4,), (j = 1,2). 
(ii) For each k E R and each t there exists at most one solution of each of the 
following boundary value problems: 
Y"' = f(X, y, Y', Y"), 
YW = Yl 3 y”(t) = m, Y@?J = Yz > 
whme 
where 
Pro& Let y&z, m) denote a solution of (1.3,) with second derivative m 
at x = x, . It first will be shown that yl’(xs , m) is an increasing function 
of m. By definition, if m, > ml , then yi(xa , m,) > yi(x, ) m& Furthermore, 
it is claimed that y;(~, ma) > y;(~, ml) for all x E (xX , xrJ. Suppose to the 
contrary there exists a point p E (x1 , x2) such that yi(p, %) < yi(p, ml). 
Since yg(x, m+) and y;(x, mJ are continuous func~ons, there exists a point 
4 E [P, xz) such thaty;f(p, m,) = y;(q, ml). However, this is a contradiction to 
(ii). Since yl(xX , mz) = yl(xl , m,) and yl(x, , m2) = y,(x, , ml) there exists 
a point Y E (x1 ,x2) such that yl’(rr m,) = yr’(r, ml). This together with the 
above claim, implies yl’(x, m,) > yl’(x, %) for all x E (r, x+-J. In particular 
YlY%a > m2) > yfl(xz , nzl), hence yl’(x2 , m) is a strictly increasing f,~~tiQ~ 
ofm. 
Let y&x, m) denote the solution of (1+4,) with second derivative m at 
x = x2 , Then in a similar way it can be concluded that yi(x, m) is a strictly 
decreasing function of m. From (i) it follows that neither yL’(x2, m) nor 
Y2%2 T m) has j&p discontinuities as functions of m, and thus, both yl’(xs , m) 
and y2’(x2 , m) are continuo~ strictly monotone functions of m whose ranges 
are the set of all real numbers. Therefore, there exists a unique m, such that 
yl’(x2 , w,> = yzl(x2 , mo). BY definition ofydx, m,) mdy2(x, ma), yh, mo) = 
Y&G , mo> and yT(x2 , m,) = yi(+, m,,). pus Y(X) d&d by 
is a solution of (1.5). 
To establish uniqueness, suppose that yl(x) and y&v) are twa distinct 
solutions of (1.5). Then there exists a point p, E (x1, x2) and a point 
92 f t?2 T x3) such that YI’(P~ = r2’&) pd Y~‘(&I = Ye’. m implies 
there exists a point p, E (pl, p2) such that y[(&) = y&Q, which is a con- 
tradiction. 
Note that the existence and uniqueness of initial value problems is not 
necessary in the proof of the theorem. 
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The “matching” of solutions in hypothesis (i) was accomplished by relying 
on hypothesis (ii) which is a statement about uniqueness of three point 
boundary value problems. It would be prefereable to “match” solutions of 
two point boundary value problems without the aid of a hypothesis involving 
three point boundary value problems. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The function f (x, y, x, w) is said to satisfy condition A 
at a point ,B on (01, y) if there exists 01 and y such that, for 01 < ,8 < y, 
(i) Yl 3 yz , 3 < z2 implies f (x, 33 , 3 , 4 -=C f (x, y2 ,x2 , w> for all 
x E (01, /3] and 
(ii) yl < yz , xl < x2 implies f (x, yl , zl , w) -=C f (x, y2 , 3 , w) for all 
x E [is, r>. 
The functions f(x, y, z, w) = xy + x + w and 
Ax, Y, x, w> = 7.0 exp(xy + 4, (w > 0) 
both satisfy condition A at 0 on any interval (ol, 7) where 01 < 0 < y. Also, 
note that iff (x, y, z, w) has continuous first partial derivatives in [zr , ~a] x R3 
with af/ax > 0 for all x E (xi , x3), af/ay < 0 for all x E (x1 , x2], and afiay 3 0 
for all x E [x2 , ~a) then f (x, y, z, w) satisfies condition A at xa on (x1 , x3). 
The following two lemmas will be used to establish the uniqueness 
assertion in Theorem 2.2 and in a result of Section 4. Only the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 will be given as Lemma 2.2 has a similar proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Lety,,y,,y,, x2 E R with x, < x2 < x3 and suppose that 
f (x, y, x, w) satisjes condition A at x2 on the interval (a, y), where x, ,< 
01 < x2 < y  < x3 . Then for each m E R there exists at most one solution of each 
of the boundary value problems: 
Y”I = f(x, Y, Y’, Y”), 
Y(4 = Yl > Y(X2) = Y2 9 y”(x2> = m, 
(2.11) 
y"I = f(‘5 y, Y’, Y”>, 
YG-42) = Y2 > y”(x2) = m, Y(Y) = Y3 - 
(2.12) 
Proof. The proof of the uniqueness of solutions of (2.1,) will be given. 
An analogous proof will establish uniqueness of solutions of (2.1,). Suppose 
there exist two solutions of (2.&J, yl(x) and y&x). Let w(x) = yi(x) - y2(x). 
Then w(xa) = 0, w”(x2) = 0 and w(y) = 0. If w’(x2) = 0, then from unique- 
ness of initial value problems K(X) = y2(x) for all x E [xa , ~1. Thus assume 
w’(x2) # 0. Then there exists Y B (x2 , r) such that w’(x) f: 0 for all x E [x2 , Y) 
and w’(r) = 0. It will be assumed that w’(x) > 0 for all x E [x2 , Y), for if 
w’(x) < 0 the following argument can be applied to -w’(x). 
The above properties of w(x) imply there exists p E (xz , r) such that 
w”(p) < 0, Hence either 
(1) w”(x) < 0 for all x E (x2 , p> 
or 
(2) there exists g E (de, ,pJ such that w”(p> = 0 and a~“(~) < 0 for all 
* E (4, $1. 
Suppose that (1) holds. Then 
However, y,(x,) = y2(x2), y((x.J > yk(x,) and y;(aQ = yi(xJ. Therefore, 
sincef(~~, y, X, w) satisfies candition A at x, , 
~‘~tx*) = f@2 f  Yd~21, Y~‘tx2~, Y~(X2~~ - .%2 ) Y2@2IL Y2’(~2~Y Y~t~2~~ > a 
Suppose now that (2) holds. Then 
However, uf(xJ = 0 and w’(xf > 0 for all x E [x2, r) implies w(a) > 0. 
Therefore, since y&) > ya(q), y,‘(q) > yz’(q), and y:(q) = y;(q), it follows 
again from condition A that 
d’(q) > 0. 
Thus, in either (1) or (21, a contradiction arises. Therefore yI(z) E ye 
and uniqueness is established. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let yl , yz , y, , x, E R with x, c xz < x3 , and suppose that 
(i) For each m E R there exist solution of (I&) and (I .4,}, ( j = 1,2). 
(ii) f(x, y, X, w) satisfies condition A at x2 on the interval (zl , x3). 
Then there exists a unique solution to the boundary value problem (1.5). 
Proof. Note that from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the solutions of (1.3,) and 
(1.4,), (a = 1,2) are unique. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let y&c, m) 
denote the solution of (1.3s) with second derivative m at x = xs . If ms > m, , 
then since y;l(x, ms) and yi(x, mr) are continuous functions, either: 
(1) yl(x, ms> 3 y;l(x, m,) for all x E [xl ,x21, 
(2) Y:(% Y ma) = Y& , m,) and Y& mJ > y;l(x, ntl) for all x E (xl , ~21, 
Or 
(3) there exists a point a E (x1 , x2) such that yi(q, %) = yi(q, mJ and 
y’;(s m2> > y”*(x, m,) for all x f2 (4,x21. 
It will first be shown that in all three cases there exists a point p E (x1 , x2) 
such that yl’(x, ms) > yX’(x, ml) for all x E (p, xs]. Suppose that (1) or (2) 
holds. Then, since yz(xl, ma) = yX(xl , mr) and y&a, m,) = y&a, na,), there 
exists a pointp E (x1 , x s > such that yi’(p, ms) = y,‘(p, m-& This together with 
(1) or (2) implies yi(x, mz) > yl’(x, ml> for all x E (p, x2]. 
If (3) holds, then it is claimed that there exists a point p E [q, xa) such that 
~~‘($4 4 > Yl’(PF 71111, and thus from (3) yl’(x, ma) > yl’(x, m,) for all 
x E (p, xs]. Suppose to the contrary that y%‘(x, m,) < yl’(x, ml) for all 
x E [q, xa). This together with yl(xz , rn& = yl(xs , mr) implies 
Y&, mJ > 3h ml). 
Therefore, since y:(q, m,> = ~$3, 4, yi(q, mz) -C YI’(Q, nzl), and 
Y& md > YAq, mlh 
it follows from condition A that 
However, since (3) holds 
which is a con~adiction. 
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In particular, in all three above cases yr’(x, ) mg) > y;(x2 , BZJ, or that 
y1’(x2 , m) considered as a function of m is strictly increasing. 
Let ys(x, m) denote the solution of (1.4,) with second derivative m at 
x = X, . A similar proof to the one above demonstrates that yl(xz, m) is a 
strictly decreasing function of rp1. The remainder of the proof of existence 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
To establish uniqueness suppose to the contrary that there exist two distinct 
solutions, ~~(3) and yz(x), of (1.5). It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that 
yi(xa) i: yi(x,) and yr’(xJ # y2’(x2). Without loss of generality suppose 
yl’(xz) > ys’(xJ. Then there exist points p, and pa such that p, E (x1 , xa), 
p2 E (x2 ~~& Y~‘(PJ = ~21(~~), yl’(p2) = y21(p2), and ~~‘(4 > YS’M for all 
x E (p, , pz). There are three cases to consider: 
(4) There exist points Q and pz such that qr E (p, ,3oa), qa E (3% ,pe), 
YW = ~iX&h YX& = r&73, =d ~34 - ~34 is of one sign in (a 1 td- 
(5) There exists a point CJ~ E(p, , x2) such that yi(qr) = y&J and 
y:(x) - y:(x) is of one sign in (Qr , pa). 
(6) There exists a point q2 E (x2, p2) such that yg&) = y!&J and 
y:(x) - y:(x) is of one sign in (9, , q2). 
Suppose that (5) holds. Then y,‘(x) > y;(x) for all x E (pl , pa) andy,‘(p,) = 
ys’(&) implies y;(x) < y:(x) for all x f (ql , p%). Thus 
y;(~~) = lim Yr(~) - Y;(41) ~ lim Ye - Ye = y1(4 ) 
cc-wl~+ X- 41 x-w;' X- 41 
2 1' 
However, y1(x2) = y2(xz) and yr’(z) > yz’(x) for all x E (pl , p2) implies 
~~2) < ~~(4~). This, together with yT&) = y&) and condition A implies 
Y&) > Yf(4J 
Similarly it can be shown that cases (4) and (6) also lead to contradictions. 
Thus uniqueness is established. 
III. LENGTHOF~NTERVAL ESTIMATESFOR Two AND 
THREEPOINT BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEMS 
In this section results are established giving conditions for the validity of 
hypothesis (i) in Theorem 2.2. Length of interval estimates for existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of two point boundary value problems are derived 
and then the use of Theorem 2.2 to “match” solutions of two point boundary 
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value problems yields a length of interval estimate for existence and unique- 
ness of solutions of three point boundary value problems. In conclusion a 
specific example is given to illustrate the theorems of this section. It will be 
assumed that f(x, y, z, W) is a continuous function on [xr , x8] x R3, where 
[Xl J x3] is a closed subinterval of R, and all initial value problems have 
unique solutions which extend throughout [x1 , xa]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Lety,,y,,y,,x,,mERwithx,<x,<x,,andsuppose 
there exists a constant N > 0 such that / f  (x, y, z, w)i < Nfor all x E [xl , x3], 
- 00 < y, x, w < CO. Then there exist solutions of the boundary value problems 
(1.3,) and (1.4,), (i = 1, 2). 
Proof. The proof of existence of a solution of the boundary value problem 
(1.4,) will be given. Similar proofs will establish the existence of solutions of 
the other boundary value problems. Let y(x, cz) denote a solution of the initial 
value problem y(x2 , a) = ya , y’(x2 , a) = a’, y”(xa , CX) = m. By performing 
three successive integrations and using the upper bound on f (x, y, z, w), it 
follows that 
From this it can be observed that there exists 010 such that 
Y(% > 4 < Y3 * 
I f  the above procedure is repeated using the lower bound off (x, y, x, w), it 
will follow that there exists 011 such that 
Since solutions of initial value problems depend continuously on the initial 
values, [2], there exists 01~ such that y(x3 , a: a ) = y3 . Thus y(x, a2) is a solution 
of (1.4,). 
DEFINITION 3.1. The function f (x, y, x, w) is said to satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition on [xr , s x ] x R3 with respect to y, x, and w if there exist positive 
constants L, , L, , and L, satisfying 1 f(x, yr , z1 , wr) - f (x, y2 , x2 , w2)l < 
< Lo I yl - y2 I + 4 I 3 - x2 I + L2 I wl - w2 I for all 
A. Lasota and 2. Opial [7] have demonstrated the following result. I f  
f(x, y, x, w) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with positive constants L, , Ll, 
and L, and 
(L&/4) + (W2h2) + (~5JW57~) -=c 1, 
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whereh=x,-xx,,thengiventi,yi~R,(i=l,2,3)withx,<t,<tz< 
t3 < x8 there exists a unique solution of the three point boundary value 
problem 
Y”’ = f(X, y, Y’, Y”), 
Y(h) =Yl YG2) =Yz r(t3) =Y3 * 
Note that in Lasota and Opial’s result [7], the bound on the length of the 
interval does not take account of the distribution of points t, , t, , and fs 
within that interval. One of the results of this chapter will determine a bound 
on the length of the interval [x1, xa] which will insure existence and uniqueness 
of three point boundary value problems for a certain class of third order 
differential equations, where the bound will depend upon the distribution of 
points within that interval. 
Using the results in [6] and modifying slightly the proof of the above 
result of Lasota and Opial, the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let a, b E R with x, < a < b < x3 . Iff(x, y, x, w) satis$es 
a Lipschitx condition with positive constants L, , L, , and L, and 
L,h L1h2 LOha 
4+7+-Z;;i-<1, 
where h = b - a, then given tl , t, , y1 , yz , m E R with a < t1 < t, < b there 
exists a unique solution of either of the following two point boundary value 
problems 
YO’ = f(% YI Y’, Y”), 
y(t1) = Yl y(t2) = Y2 y’(t,3 = m, 
(3-2) 
Yl” = f(X, Yx Y’, Y”>, 
Y&> = Yl r’W = m YG2) = Y2 - 
(3.3) 
Using Banach’s fixed point theorem, the next theorem establishes a similar 
result to Theorem 3.2 for the boundary value problem (1.3,) and (1.4,). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a, b, E R with x1 < a < 6 < x2 . Iff(x, y, x, w) satisjies 
a Lipschitx condition with positive constants L, , & , and L, and 
L&+3+7 , 
L,h L,63h3 < I 
(34 
whereh=b-a,thengivent,,t,,y,,y,, m E R with a < tl < t, < b there 
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exists a unique solution of either of the following two point boundary value 
problems: 
Yl” = f(x, Y, Y’, Y”>, 
Y(h) = Yl Y(tz> = Y2 y”(t2> = 9 
(3.5) 
Y”’ = f(X, Y, Y’, Y”>, 
Y(h) = Yl y”(tJ = m YP2> = Y2 - 
(34 
Proof. The proof will be given for (3.6). The proof for (3.5) is analogous. 
Consider the boundary value problem 
y"' = 0, 
Aa) = 0 y"(a) = 0 y(b) = 0. 
(3.7) 
This problem has no nontrivial solution. Therefore, if h(t) is a continuous 
function on [a, b], the equation y”’ = h(x) has a unique solution satisfying 
the boundary conditions in (3.7) given by 




(x - s)2 _ (x - a)(b - s)2 
’ 
a<s<x<b, 
G(x, s) = 
a,<x,(s<b. 




’ aezib a 1 G&x, s)l ds < b - a. 
(3.8) 
(3.10) 
Let B be the Banach space of twice continuously differentiable functions 
on [a, b] with norm 
II Y II = aF$& (Lo I Y(X)l + Ll I Y’W + L, I Y”(a). 
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Define the operator T by 
T(yW = 1" G(x, $f(s, Y(S)> ~'(4, ~"(4) ds. 
a 
Then u = T(y(x)) is the unique solution of the differentiable equation 
u”‘@> = f(% Y(X), Y’GG YWl 
which satisfies the boundary conditions in (3.7). Employing (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) 
and the definition of T(y(x)) it can be shown that 
II T(YI) - T(~dll 
If 
then T is a contraction operator and by Banach’s fixed point theorem T has 
a unique solution of (1.1) satisfying the boundary condition in (3.7). However, 
it is desired to find a solution satisfying y(u) = y1 y”(u) = m, and y(b) = y2 . 
To that end let p(x) be the polynomial of degree two such that p(a) = yl, 
p”(u) = m, and p(b) = y2 . By applying the above procedure to the boundary 
value problem: 
Y”’ = f(% Y + PC+ (Y + P(4)‘, (Y + PW”)~ 
Y(U) = 0, y”(u) = 0, Y(b) = 0, 
a unique solution yr(x) is obtained. Let y(x) = yi(x) + p(x). Then y”‘(s) = 
Y;(X) = f(x, ~1 + ~(4, (YI+ PW’, (YI+ PW”> = fCx, Y, Y’, ~‘9, and 
y(a) = y1, Y”(U) = m, Y(b) = Y2 * 
It should be noted that this proof depends on the length of the interval and 
not on the particular points a and b or the boundary values yx , y2 , and m. 
Thus if a < ti < ta < b and h = b - a satisfies (3.4), then the boundary 
value problem (3.6) has a unique solution. 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 imply the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let a, b E R with x1 -=c a < b < xQ . I f  f  (x, y, x, w) sa.tisJes 
a Lipschitx condition with positive constants L, , LX , und L, , and h = (b - a) 
satisjies the inquality (3.4), thengiven t 1,t2,y1,y2,mERwithuBtt<tt,<b 
there exist unique solutions of the boundary value problems (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), 
and (3.6). 
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Note that if one applies the method of proof for the boundary value 
problems (3.2) and (3.3), one sees that Theorem 3.2 holds when inequality 
(3.1) is replaced by the stronger inequality 
2L,h L,h2 
,+,.+v<1. 
This result combined with Theorem 3.3, however, again yields Theorem 3.4. 
Combining Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 2.2 one obtains: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let x2 E R with xl < x, < x8, h, = x, - xl, and 
hz = x, - x, . Suppose f  (x, y, x, w) satisjes a Lipschitx condition with positive 
constants L, , L, , and L, , h, and h, satisfy (3.4), andf(x, y, x, w) sati$ies con- 
dition A at x2 on (xl , x).-Iftl,t3,yl,y2,y3~Rwithxldtl<x2<t3~x~ 3 
then there exists a unique solution of the boundary value problem 
Y"' = f(‘% Y, Y', Y">l 
Yh> = Yl Y(X2> =Y2 YW = Y3 - 
The results of this section will now be applied to the linear differential 
equation 
yl” = xy + y’ + y”. 
Iff(x, y, X, W) = XY + z + W, then 1 afiay 1 = 1 x 1, / aflax I = I aflaw I = 1. 
Let [x1 , xs] be any closed subinterval of R such that x1 < 0 < xs , 
4 = zl~~~x, I afi+ 1, L, = 1 way 1 = 1, and L,=laf/awl=l. 
Since f(x, y, x, w) satisfies condition A at 0 on any interval containing 0, if 
h = x3 and h = -x1 satisfy the inequality 
h+F+q<l’ (3.11) 
then given fly t3, Y,,Y, ,y3 E R with x, < tl < 0 < t3 < xa , there exists a 
unique solution to the boundary value problem 
y”I = xy + y’ + y”, 
Y(h) = Yl 3 Y(O) = Yz 3 Y(h) =Y3' 
Note that the interval [zr , x,] can be increased until -x1 = xs and their 
common value satisfies inequality (3.11). In this case 
(x3 - Xl) + 6% - Xl)” + 1/z (x3 - Xl>” < 1 
2 12 432 * 
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IV. EXTENSION OF DOMAINS OFEXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
This section deals with the following question: If there exist unique 
solutions of three point boundary value problems in each of two intersecting 
intervals, under what conditions will there exist unique solutions of three 
point boundary value problems in the union of these intervals ? Theorem 4.1 
partially answers this question by employing techniques used by L. Jackson 
and I<. Schrader [5] and utilizing the results of Section 2. Throughout this 
section assume that (a, 4) and (b, , c) are two open intervals of R such that 
a < b, < b, < c, f(x, y, z, W) is continuous on (a, c) x R3, and with respect 
to (1.1) there exist unique solutions to initial value problems which extend 
throughout (a, c). Also, suppose that b is some fixed point such that 
6, < b < bl . 
LEMMA 4,l. Suppose that f  (x, y, x, w) satisjies condition A at b on the 
interval (a, c). Let x 1,x3,y1,andyzbegivenwitha<x,<bandb<x,<c. 
Let y(x, s) denote the solution of (1 .I) satisfying the initial conditions y(b, s) = y1 , 
y’(b, s) = s, and y”(b, s) = y2 , where s E R. If I C R is any interval and JQ) = 
(y(xi , s): s E I>, (i = 1, 3), then J1(I) and J3(I) are intervals. 
Proof. The proof follows from the continuous dependence of solutions of 
(1 .l)-upon initial values. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that 
(i) For a < xl < x2 < x3 < b, or bz < xl < x2 < x3 < c and any y1 ) 
yz , andy, there exists at most one solution to (1.5) on [x1 , x3], 
(ii) f(x, y, x, w) satisfies condition A at b on (a, c). Then fm a < x1 < b, 
b < x3 < c, and given any y1 , yz , and y3 there exist solutions to both of the 
following boundary value problems: 
Y”’ = f (x, y, Y’, Y”), 
Y(%> = Yl > y(b) = ~2 8 y"(b) = ~3 ; 
Y"' = f (x, y, Y', Y"), 
y(b) = YI > Y'(b) =YZ, YW = Y3 * 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
Proof. The proof utilizes Lemma 2.1, Lemma 4.1 and is anaIogous to the 
proof of Theorem 2 in [5]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that hypothesis (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.2 hold. Then 
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joy a < x, < b, b < x3 < c, and given any y1 , y2 and y8 there exists a unique 
solution of 
Y”I = f(x, Y, Y’, Y”), 
Yh) = Yl 7 y(b) = ~2 7 Y(X3) = Y3 * 
Proof. Jackson and Schrader [5] have shown under hypothesis (i) and 
the assumptions on j(~, y, x, W) in the introduction to this chapter that for 
each m E R there exist unique solutions of (1.3,) and (1.4r). Lemma 4.2 asserts 
the existence of solutions of (1.3,) and (1.4,) for each m E R. This, together 
with hypothesis (ii) of this theorem, implies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2, 
and thus the conclusion of this theorem. 
V. GENERALIZATIONS 
This section contains generalizations of some of the results of the previous 
sections to the n-th-order differential equation 
y(n) = j(x, y, y’,..., y(“-1’). (5.1) 
The proofs of the lemmas and theorems in this section are generalizations of 
proofs of analogous lemmas and theorems in the previous sections, and thus 
will not be given. It will be assumed throughout this section that 
f(X, Yl 3 Y2 >*-*3 y*) is a continuous function on [xi , x3] x R”, where [xr , xs] 
is a closed subinterval of R, and all initial value problems have unique 
solutions which extend throughout [x1 , x3]. Let A, , A, ,..., A, , x, , m E R with 
Xl < x3 < 33 . The following boundary value problems will be of interest 
throughout this section. 
y(n) = j(x, y, y',..., y(*-1)) 
65.2,) 
YW = 4 > Y (j)(x2) = Aj+2(j = 0, l,..., n - 3), yT’2-“)(s,) = m (i = 1, 2). 
y(n) = j(x, y, y’,..., y-l)), 
(5.3,) 
p)(x,) = &.,(j = 0, l,..., n - 3), y’@)(x,) = m, y(x3) = A, (i = 1, 4. 
yen) = j(X, y, y’,..., y(+l)), 
(5.4) 
Y(%) = 4 9 y’yx,) = xj+2 (j = 0, l)..., 12 - 3), y(x3) = A, . 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A, , A, ,..,, An , x2 E R with x1 < x2 < x3 and suppose 
that 
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(i) for ea& m E R there exist solutions of (5.2J ad (5.3& (j = 1,Z). 
(ii) $OP eaclz m E R and each t E R there exists at most one solutes of each 
of thi? foll~i~g bou~~~y value problem. 
y(“) = f(x, y, yr ,*.., p-y, 
y(xl) = A, , y(n-l)(t) = m, y(~)(x2~ = hf+2 (j = O> l,..., n - 3), t E (x1, x& 
y(s) = f{x, y, Y‘,..‘, y@-1)), 
y’yx,) = x$-+2 (j = 0, f,.,., n - 3), y(+Q(t) = m, y(xJ = A,, t E [x2, x& 
The-t t&w-e exists a um~ue soluti~ to the bo~~~~y w&e ~~~b~ (5,4). 
DBFXNITION 5.1. The function~(~, yI , ys ,..., yn) is said to satisfy condi- 
tion R at a point fl on (ol, y) if there exists 01 and y such that o! < /3 < y, 
(if yibI < yzBI, (--l)““(ykl - yk”) >, Cl (I3 = 1,2,..., n - 2) irqxies 
f(% Y2, Y2’v, YL 1 Y?J < f(X? Yl”, Y22 ,...,y~-~,ylz)fosalI,x~l’a,l133,and 
(ii) y”,-I < Y”,-~ , ykl < yk2 (k = 1,2 ,... i n - 2) inq&s 
f@> x1, Y2,..., YL Y Ylkf < f(% Yl?a YzzF-> Yi.4. f YYJ for all x E [?I, y). 
Note that if f(X, y1 , yz ,..., yn) has continuous first partial derivatives in 
[xl , x3] x R with 
%PYTz-2 3 Q for aI1 x 6 (x1 , A$, 
(-1)=--k afiay, < 0 for all ~E(x~,x,] (k = I, 2, . . . . ‘pt - 2), 
~~~~ z 0 forall xE[x~,xJ (R = 1,2,.,.,%-Z), 
thenf(x,y2,y2,..., yn) satisfies condition A at x2 on (x1 , x3). 
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xl 6 al < x2 < a2 < x, . Then fGr each m E R there exists at most one solutio?a 
to each of the bo~~ary vak problems. 
y(n) = f(x, y, y’,..., y-q, 
Y(4 = AI 3 y’j’(x,) = A&, (j = 0, l,..., n - 3), Y(@-~)(x~) = m. 
y(Q) = f(x, y, y’,..., y’“-1’) , 
Y(~)(X2) = &*2 (j = 0, l,‘..) n - 3), yQ3-2~(xz) = m t YW = 45. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Xl , h, ,.. ., A, , x2 E R with xl < x, < x, and suppose that 
(i) jii each m E R there exist solutions of(5.2J ccnd (5.3$), (j = 1,2); 
(ii) ffx, yl ,35 1--3 y,J satis$es condition A at x, on the inteval (xl , x& 
Then there exists a ~~~~ sorption of the boggy value hobby (5.4). 
THEOREM 5.3. Leth,,h,,...,X,,x,,mERwithx, <x, <x,andsuppose 
that there exists a constant N > 0 such that 
lf(x,y~,y2,...,y~)i <N fw all x~[~ltxslr --co <y6 C ~0. 
Then there exist solut.ions of the bovndury value problems (5.2,) ati (5.3,), 
(i = 1, 2). 
The authors are grateful for the criticisms and suggestions of a referee; 
particuIarly for the note following Theorem 3.4. 
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